SCU DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY ~ CHECKLIST FOR MAJORS

NAME _________________________________________

Sociology Major Requirements:
In addition to fulfilling Undergraduate Core Curriculum requirements for the Bachelor of Science degree, students majoring in sociology complete the following:

__ SOCI 1 Principles of Sociology
__ SOCI 35 Intro to Research Design & Methods
__ SOCI 118 Qualitative Sociology
__ SOCI 119 Sociological Theory
__ SOCI 120 Survey & Statistical Analysis
__ SOCI 121 or 122: Research or Applied Capstone
__ SOCI 198 Internship

___ Choose 1 lower-div: SOCI 30, 33, 49, 60, 65, OR 91 & 7 upper-div →

UNIVERSITY CORE AND SOCIOLOGY CORE:

SCU Core Requirements: SOCI courses that fulfill the Univ Core:
__ Critical Thinking & Writing I
__ Critical Thinking & Writing II
__ Cultures & Ideas I
__ Cultures & Ideas II
__ Second Language (BS-Social Sci. degree = 3rd level of elementary seq)
__ Mathematics
__ Religion, Theology & Culture I
__ Ethics
__ Civic Engagement
__ Diversity
__ Cultures & Ideas III
__ Arts (4 units)
__ Natural Science with Lab
__ Social Science
__ Science, Technology & Society
__ Religion, Theology & Culture II
__ Religion, Theology & Culture III
__ Advanced Writing
__ Experiential Learning for SJ

Pathway (up to 2 SOCI courses) many SOCI courses count
1. __________________________ 3. ________________________
2. __________________________ 4. ________________________

Graduation Unit Requirements
A minimum of 175 units are required for graduation, of which at least 60 must be upper division and a minimum GPA of 2.0 overall and in major.

__________ Units remaining to fulfill 175 unit requirements
__________ Units remaining to fulfill 60 u/d unit requirements
__________ Major GPA __________ University GPA

Students are personally responsible for knowing all the academic regulations affecting their program of study and for completing all degree requirements as set forth by the University, their College or School, and academic departments(s).

Failure to understand these regulations and requirements does not relieve a student

EXPECTED GRADUATION:

Sociology Major requirements continued:

__ Your Choice: Choose 7 upper-division SOCI Electives:

__ SOCI 109 Sociology of Education
__ SOCI 127 Interpersonal Relations and Group Dynamics
__ SOCI 128 Religion, Science, and Technology
__ SOCI 130 Social Entrepreneurship
__ SOCI 131 Sociology of Gender
__ SOCI 132 Inequality and the American Dream
__ SOCI 133 Politics and Society in Developing Societies
__ SOCI 134 Globalization and Inequality
__ SOCI 135 Women and Social Change in Latin America
__ SOCI 136 Sociology of Sexualities
__ SOCI 137 Global Development and Social Change
__ SOCI 138 India, China & the U.S.
__ SOCI 139 Sports and Society: Controversies and Issues
__ SOCI 140 Urban Sociology
__ SOCI 145 Popular Culture and Mass Imprisonment
__ SOCI 148 Diversity Issues in Contemporary American Organization
__ SOCI 149 Tech, Innovation, and Culture
__ SOCI 150 Immigrant Business in the U.S.
__ SOCI 152 Inequality in the Economy and Workplace
__ SOCI 153 Race, Ethnicity, Class, and Gender in the U.S.
__ SOCI 155 Children, Youth, and Society
__ SOCI 157 Sociology of Family
__ SOCI 158 Deviance and Social Control
__ SOCI 159 Crime and Punishment
__ SOCI 160 Law and Society
__ SOCI 161 The Criminal Justice System
__ SOCI 162 Gender and Justice
__ SOCI 163 Leisure and Work in the 21st Century
__ SOCI 164 Social Movements
__ SOCI 165 Empowerment and Human Services
__ SOCI 168 Democracy, Populism, Authoritarianism
__ SOCI 172 Management of Health Care Organizations
__ SOCI 175 Race and Inequality
__ SOCI 176 Caring for the Greatest Generation
__ SOCI 180 Immigrant Communities
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